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Abstra t

A omplete partition of a graph G is a partition of its vertex set in whi h any two distin t
lasses are onne ted by an edge. Let p(G) denote the maximum number of lasses in a
omplete partition of G. This measure was de ned in 1969 by Gupta [G69℄, and is known to
be NP-hard to ompute for several lasses of graphs. We obtain essentially tight lower and
upper bounds on the approximability of this problem. We show that there is a randomized
polynomial-time algorithm that given a graph G with n verti es, produ es a omplete partition
of size ( p(G)= lg n). This algorithm an be derandomized.
We show that the upper bound is essentially tight: there is a onstant C > 1, su h that
if there is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm that for all large n, when given a graph
G with n verti es produ es a omplete partition into at least C p(G)= lg n lasses, then
NP RTime(nO n ). The problem of nding a omplete partition of a graph is thus the
rst natural problem whose approximation threshold has been determined to be of the form
((lg n) ) for some onstant stri tly between 0 and 1.
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Introdu tion

A omplete partition of a graph G = (V; E ) is a partition of the vertex set V in whi h there is an
edge onne ting every pair of distin t lasses. That is, a partition V1; : : : ; Vt of V is omplete if, for
every i; j , i 6= j , there is an edge fvi ; vj g su h that vi 2 Vi and vj 2 Vj . In the omplete partition
problem, we wish to nd a omplete partition of the largest possible size, that is, a omplete
partition with the maximum number of lasses. Let p(G) denote the maximum size of a omplete
partition of G. This fun tion is related to several other graph-theoreti parameters, and in graph
theory, it goes by the name pseudoa hromati number. It is known that omputing p(G) exa tly
is NP-hard. We survey these results and onne tions below.
1.1

Our

ontribution

We onsider approximation algorithms for the omplete partition problem and show mat hing upper
and lower bounds.
Theorem 1.1 (Upper bound) There is a randomized polynomial-time approximation
p algorithm
that given a graph G on n verti es produ es a omplete partition of size ( p(G)= lg n).
 The work reported here is a merger of the results reported in [KRS05℄ and [Hal04℄.
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The randomized algorithm promised in this theorem an be derandomized using the method of
onditional expe tations to get a deterministi polynomial-time algorithm with the same performan e guarantee but slightly worse running time. For bounded-degree degree graphs, we present
an eÆ ient randomized algorithm, whi hjgiven
akgraph with m edges and maximum degree ,
q
m
1
onstru ts a omplete partition of size 4 log  , provided 2 lg  = o(m). This immediately
implies a O(plg )-fa tor approximation algorithm for the omplete partition problem, whenever
2 lg   m. This algorithm was suggested by the referee.
In deriving our randomized algorithm, we work with an easily omputable graph parameter
losely related to p(G). Let (G) be the largest integer t su h that there exists a subgraph H  G
(H is not ne essarily a vertex indu ed subgraph of G) with maximum degree at most t and at least
t2 =2 edges. This number an be omputed in polynomial time using an algorithm of Edmonds
and Johnson [EJ70℄ for omputing the largest degree- onstrained subgraph of a graph. It follows
immediately from de nition that (G) + 1 is an upper bound on p(G). Interestingly, we show a
lower bound on p(G) in terms of (G).

Theorem 1.2 There is a polynomial-time
approximation algorithm that given a graph G produ es
p
a omplete partition of size ( (G)= lg (G)).
Note that Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from this. By onsidering the random graph Gn;1=2 ,
we show that this lower bound on p(G) in terms of (G) is the best possible. Next, we show that

Theorem 1.1 is essentially the best we an hope for.
Theorem 1.3 There exists a onstant C  1 su h that if there exists a randomized polynomialtime algorithm that withphigh probability omputes a omplete partition in an n-vertex graph G of
size more than C p(G)= lg n, then NP  RTime(nO(lg lg n) ).
This lower bound is obtained by adapting to our setting the arguments based on intera tive proof
systems previously used for the domati number and the a hromati number problems [FHKS00,
KS03℄.
1.2

Motivation and related work

The omplete partition problem was introdu ed by Gupta [G69℄ and further studied by Bhave [B79℄,
Sampathkumar and Bhave [SB76℄, Bollobas, Reed and Thomason [BRT83℄, Kosto hka [K82℄, Yegnanarayanan [Y02℄, and Balasubramanian et al. [B03℄. These deal with bounds on spe ial lasses of
graphs, random graphs and extremal problems; however, almost no general upper or lower bounds
have previously been given for onstru ting a omplete partition.
The omplete partition problem is related to many well-studied ombinatorial problems on
graphs, in parti ular, to the a hromati number problem, where we are required to properly olor
the verti es of the graph with the maximum number of olors, so that there is an edge between every
pair of olor lasses. See, [Edw97℄ for a detailed survey. In this work, given a graph G, we denote its
a hromati number by a hr(G). The a hromati number problem is thus a variant of the omplete
partition problem, where we additionally demand that the lasses in the partition be independent
sets. The urrent bounds known on the approximation threshold for the a hromati number leave
a huge gap. It an be approximated to within a fa tor O(n  lg lg n= lg n) in general graphs [KK00℄,
to within a fa tor of O(n1=3) in graphs of girth 5 [KK00℄ and to within a fa tor O(n4=5 ) in bipartite
graphs [KS03℄.
On the other hand, no approximation algorithm an approximate it to within a
1
=
4

fa tor lg n (for any  > 0), unless NP  RTime(npoly log n) [KS03℄; this inapproximability result
applies to bipartite graphs.
2

Complete partitions lie under the surfa e of several graph theoreti measures. An immediate
upper bound on omplete partitions follows from the fa t that there must be an edge between ea h
pair of lasses, or p(G)  q(jE (G)j), where q(m)  p2m is the largest value t su h that 2t   m.
Partitions where this bound is tight are vertex olorings where ea h pair of olors appears on exa tly
one edge; they are said to be omplete and harmonious. Edwards and M Diarmid [EM 95℄ showed
that it is NP-hard to determine if a tree has a omplete harmonious oloring, and Bodlaender
[Bod89℄ showed that it is also NP-hard for graphs that are simultaneously ographs and interval
graphs. This implies the NP-hardness for the omplete partition problem on these graph lasses.
Hedetniemi [Hed98℄ onje tured that the a hromati and pseudoa hromati number are always
equal for a tree, but this was disproved by Edwards [Edw00℄. On the other hand, Cairnie and
Edwards [CE98℄ gave an algorithm for forests of bounded degree that nds a omplete oloring
with at least q(m) 1 olors, thus approximating p(G) within additive term of 1. They [CE97℄
also showed that the a hromati number, and thus also the pseudoa hromati number, of boundeddegree graphs is (1 o(1))q(jE (G)j).
Other omplete partitioning problems have been studied. Bollobas, Catlin and Erd}os [BCE80℄
de ne the ontra tion lique number l(G) as the maximum number of lasses in a omplete
partition where ea h lass indu es a onne ted subgraph of a graph G. Equivalently, l(G) is the
largest lique minor of G. This is also known as the Hadwiger number of a graph, in relation to
a mu h studied onje ture that l(G)  (G). The onje ture is equivalent to the Four Color
Theorem for l(G) = 4 and was proven for l(G) = 5 by Robertson, Seymour and Thomas
[RST93℄, but is open for larger values. Clearly, l(G)  p(G) for any graph G. Tight results
are known forp random graphs. Bollobas et al. [BCE80℄ showed that for almost all graphs G,
l(G) = n=( lg n +  (1)) and M Diarmid [M D82℄ showed the same type of bound for a hromati
number. Both of these imply that for almost all graphs, p(G)  bn=(plg n + (1)) .
1.3

Our te hniques

We now des ribe brie y how the parameter (G) des ribed above helps us nd a good omplete
partition. Re all, that the input graph
G has large (G). So, there is a subgraph with all degrees
2
t
bounded by t = (G) and with 2 edges. The algorithm pof Edmonds and Johnson [EJ70℄, helps
us nd su h a subgraph. Now, we want to pi k t0  t= lg t disjoint sets X1; X2 ; : : : ; Xt0 , su h
that Xi  Xj . The natural idea would be to pi k a random partition into t0 lasses (of size n=t0
ea h) and hope that with onstant probability, all of them would be onne ted. Unfortunately,
this does not work, for pfor instan e, for the graph onsisting one Kt and n t isolated verti es.
Then, a fra tion t exp( lg t) of the Xi 's will onsist of only isolated verti es. Note, however, that
the remaining Xi 's will be ompletely onne ted, and they are a onstant fra tion of all Xi 's. In
general, however, the situation is ompli ated. We need to use a two step pro ess, where we rst
partition the vertex set into sets
of size n=t, and then after identifying the good andidates among
them, merge approximately plg t of them. We present the argument in detail in Se tion 2. In
the next subse tion, we show how topderandomize our algorithm. We then prove that there exists
graphs G su h that (G) = ( p(G) lg n).
Our lower bound proof uses some of the ideas from earlier inapproximability papers on overing
problems, for example, Lund and Yannakakis [LY94℄, Feige [F98℄, Feige, Halldorsson, Kortsarz and
Srinivasan [FHKS00℄, but borrows most heavily from Kortsarz and Shende [KS03℄, who showed
that no randomized algorithm an approximate the a hromati number of a graph to a fa tor mu h
less that (lg n)1=4 unless NP  RTime(nO(poly(lg n)) ). Following their approa h, we show how to
redu e an NP- omplete language to a random instan e of the omplete partition problem. The
3

distribution of the random instan es is su h that when the original input is in the language, then
with probability one the random graph has a large omplete partition, but when the original input
is not in the language, with high probability the random graph has no large omplete partition. Our
argument an be adapted to improve the original inapproximability result in [KS03℄: we an now
show that pno randomized algorithm an approximate the a hromati number within a fa tor mu h
less than lg n, unless NP 6 RTime(nO(lg lg n) ). In Se tion 3, we present our inapproximability
result. It is essentially self- ontained, assuming a version of the PCP theorem from [FHKS00℄ and
Raz's parallel repetition theorem [Raz98℄. In Se tion 3.4, we present the proof of the improved
inapproximability result for the a hromati number problem.
1.4

Extensions

We mention here two variants of the omplete partition problem. A total omplete partition has,
for ea h pair i and j of not ne essarily distin t lasses, an edge between lass i and lass j . This
an be viewed as a homomorphism to the omplete graph with all self-loops. Also, this asks for
the largest improper oloring su h that ea h pair of not ne essarily distin t olors appear on some
edge. We an see that a omplete partition an be turned into a total omplete partition of half the
size, by merging pairs of lasses together. Hen e, approximations of p(G) translate to this total
omplete partition number within a onstant fa tor.
A dire ted version of the omplete partition problem is to partition the verti es of a dire ted
graph so that edges go in both dire tions between any two lasses. It an be seen that our algorithms
apply also to this dire ted version, with no de rease in performan e. The dire ted version of
the total omplete partition problem has a parti ularly interesting des ription in terms of matrix
partitioning: Partition the indi es of a square matrix, simultaneously for the rows and olumns, so
that any blo k ontains a non-zero element.
2

Approximation algorithm for omplete partition

In this se tion, we present an O(plg n)-fa tor approximation algorithm for obtaining a omplete
partition of a graph. Notation: when we say that X  Y for X; Y  V (G), we mean that there is
an edge in G onne ting some vertex of X and some vertex of Y .
2.1

Dense degree-bounded subgraphs and t-expanding sets

Let us onsider rst the ase of regular graphs, in order to develop psome
 intuition. Observe that
m=2 is an upper bound on p(G), sin e there need to be at least (2G) edges to separate all the
lasses. It gives
p good results to simply partition the vertex set at random. Suppose we partition
the set into m=2 lasses. The expe ted number of edges separating a given pair of lasses is then
around 1. Merging these lasses together so that ea h new set ontains around p3log n lasses,
means that the expe ted number of edges between any pair of sets be omes approximately 3log n.
This an be turned into a high probability statement, so that we an on lude using the union
bound that the partition is almost always good. For te hni al reasons, it may require spe ial
treatment for regular graphs of high degree, but in all ases a random partition suÆ es. p
For non-regular graphs, additional ideas are needed. To begin with, the bound p(G)  m=2 is
not useful in general; a ase in point being the star graph K1;`, that ontains ` edges but p(G) = 2.
Instead, we need a new, polynomially omputable upper bound measure, whi h we introdu e in
the following paragraph. Also, disparate degrees an wreak havo with a naive partition. Instead,

p
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we develop another measure, that indu ed a large bipartite subgraph, and show how to partition
it. The a tual partitioning is done in two rounds, one for ea h sides of the bipartite subgraph.
De nition 2.1 For a graph G, let (G) be the largest integer t su h that there exists a subgraph
2
H of maximum degree at most t and with at least t2 edges. That is, H satis es 8v 2 V (H ),
degH (v)  t and jE (H )j  t22 .
An algorithm of Edmonds and Johnson [EJ70℄ for omputing the largest degree- onstrained subgraph of G an be used to determine (G) eÆ iently.
The most eÆ ient algorithm known for this
3
problem, due to Gabow [G83℄, runs in time O(m 2 ), where m = jE (G)j. Clearly, we need at most
n alls to this algorithm to nd (G), where n = jV (G)j. Now, onsider a omplete partition
S1 ; S2 ; : : : ; St of G. For ea h pair fSi ; Sj g, (i 6= j ), retain exa tly one edge onne ting them, and
delete all other edges from G. Clearly, the resulting graph has maximum degree at most t 1 and
at least 2t  edges. Thus, (G)  t 1.
Proposition 2.2 p(G)  (G) + 1.


p
In the next subse tion, we will show that p(G) = (G)= lg (G) . For this, we need to relate
(G) to another parameter of G.
De nition 2.3 (Multi-expansion) Let G be a graph and let C be a olle tion S
of disjoint subsets
of V (G). We say that C is t-expanding if (i) jCj = t, and (ii) 8 S 2 C , jN (S ) n T 2C T j  t. The
of G, denoted by me(G), is the largest t su h that there is a t-expanding
olle tion of subsets of V (G).
multi-expansion number

We wish devise an algorithm that given a graph with large (G), produ es a
large omplete partition. Instead of working dire tly with (G) it will be onvenient for us to work
with me(G). That is, we rst show (Lemma 2.4) that if (G) is large, then me(G) is large; next,
we show that if me(G) is large, then p(G) is large (Theorem 2.5).
(G)
Lemma 2.4 me(G)  20
Proof: Let b = (G). Then, by the de nition of (G), there is a subgraph H of G su h that
(a) 8v 2 V (H ) degH (v)  b, and (b) jE (H )j  b2=2. We an obtain a bipartite subgraph
H0 = (U0 ; V0 ; E0 ) of H with at least b2 =4 edges. We will show that there are at least k  b=20
disjoint subsets S1; S2 ; : : : ; Sk of U0 su h that for
i = 1; 2; : : : ; k, jNH0 (Si )j  b=20. Note that sin e
S
N (Si )  V0 , we automati ally have NH0 (Si ) \ j Sj = ;.
We onstru t the sets S1; S2 ; : : : ; Sk sequentially. Suppose S1; S2; : : : ; Si have been onstru ted.
To onstru t Si+1, we onsider the indu ed bipartite subgraph Hi = (Ui; Vi ; Ei ) of of H0, where
Ui = U0 n (S1 [ S2 [    [ Si ) and Vi = V0 . Now, starting from Si+1 = ;, repeatedly add verti es
from Ui to Si+1 until jN (Si+1 )j  b=20. At ea h step, a new vertex v is hosen su h that, at that
point, at least half of its neighbors are outside N (Si+1); that is, jN (v) N (Si+1)j > 12 degH (v): If
no su h vertex is available, we stop, set k = i, and return the sets S1 ; S2; : : : ; Sk .
It only remains to show that k  b=20. We now examine the verti es in the graph H0. When
the pro ess terminated, the set Sk+1 was left in omplete. Let F 0 denote the set of of edges of H0
in ident on S1 [ S2 [  [ Sk [ N (Sk+1) at this point. We laim that jF 0j  12 jE0 j. For otherwise, the
set F 00 = E0 n F 0 has size more than 21 jE0 j. This implies that there is a vertex in U0 that has more
edges in ident on it from F 00 than it has from F 0 . Su h a vertex quali es to be added to Sk+12. But
sin e the pro ess terminated, there was no su h vertex. We on lude that jF 0 j  21 jE0 j  b8 . We
an also obtain an upper bound for jF 0j by bounding the number of edges in ident on S1; S2 ; : : : ; Sk
and N (Sk+1) separately.
Our approa h:

i
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First onsider E (Si), the set of edges in ident on Si. By our rule for hoosing the new vertex,
ea h time a vertex is added, the number of edges added to E (Si ) is at most twi e the number of
new neighbors added. So, at all times, we have jE (Si )j  2jN (Si )j. At the moment just before
the last vertex was added to Si, we have jN (Si )j < b=20, so that jE (Si )j < 2(b=20) at that point.
Now, the last vertex has degree at most b. Thus, when the onstru tion of Si is omplete (and we
are ready to move on to Si+1) jE (Si )j < b + 2(b=20)  (11=10)b: Thus, the total number of edges
in ident on S1; S2 ; : : : ; Sk is at most k  (11=10)b. Furthermore, sin e Sk+1 ould not be ompleted,
jN (Sk+1)j  b=20, and sin e all degrees are at most b, the number of edges in ident on N (Sk+1)
an be at most b  (b=20).
Combining the upper and lower bounds for jF 0 j, we obtain
k  (11=10)b + b  (b=20)  jF 0 j  b2 =8:
Thus, k  (3=44)b  (1=20)b.
2.2

The randomized approximation algorithm

In this se tion, we present a randomized polynomial-time algorithm that, given a graph
G, produ es
p
a omplete partition of G whose size is, with high probability, within a fa tor O( lg p(G)) of the
optimum. This follows immediately from the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5 There is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a graph G on n (assumed
to be large) verti es and a t-expanding family of sets fS1 ; S2 ; : : : ; St g in G (with
p t  10), and with
probability at least 14 , delivers a omplete partition of G of size at least t=(4 lg t).
Suppose G = Kn;n is the omplete bipartite graph with ea h partition of size n. Color
olors, and let fAi : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng be the olle tion of singleton sets in the rst olor
lass and let fBj : j = 1; 2; : : : ; ng be the olle tion of singleton sets in the se ond olor lass. Note
that fAi : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng is an n-expanding family in G. Furthermore every Ai has an edge to
every Bj . So, we immediately obtain the omplete partition fAi [ Bi : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng.
In our algorithm we will try get into a situation similar to the above example, using the assumption that me(G) is large. Instead of the singleton sets Ai in the above example, we will have
have sets S^i, whi h will be obtained by randomly merging some of the sets in the given t-expanding
family fS1; S2 ; : : : ; Stg; instead of the singleton sets Bj , we will have sets T^j obtained by randomly
hoosing verti es that belong to no Si. The nal omplete partition
will be fS^i [ T^i : i = 1; 2; : : : ; ng.
St
We now des ribe the algorithm formally. Let S = i=1 Si, where fS1 ; S2; : : : ; St g is the texpanding family given to us. We know that for all i, jN (Si ) n S j  t. Our algorithm has two
steps.
p
h T^j will have a
Step I: We obtain disjoint sets T^1 ; T^2 ; : : : ; T^`^  V n S , where `^ = (t= lg t). Ea
p
neighbor in at least (1 )t of the Si's. We will ensure that  = exp( ( lg t)).
p
Step II: We randomly merge groups of O( lg t) Si 's into one, and get S^1 ; S^2 ; : : : ; S^`^. This will
ensure that with high probability S^i  T^j for i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; `^.
The nal solution will be obtained by merging S^i with T^i (for i = 1; 2; : : : ; `^) and putting any
remaining verti es into these sets. We will need two lemmas (one for ea h step) to show that the
algorithm outlined above su eeds with onstant probability.
Let ` = 2ptlg t , and let T1 ; T2 ; : : : ; T` be a random partition of V n S into equal parts (we
ignore
p
divisibility issues). We say that Ti is well- onne ted if Ti  Sj for at least (1 4exp( 2 lg t))t of
the sets Sj . Let `~ be the random variable denoting the number of well- onne ted Ti's.
Example:
G with two

6

Lemma 2.6 Pr[`~  2` ℄  21 .
Proof: For i = 1; 2; : : : ; ` and j = 1; 2; : : : ; t, let ij be the indi ator variable for the event Ti  Sj .
We will use the following fa t: if NAis a subset of [N ℄ = f1; 2; : : : ; N g of size a and B is a random
subset of [N ℄ size b (ea h of the b sets being equally likely), then

Pr[A \ B = ;℄ = (N

a)(N a 1)    (N a b + 1)
N (N 1)    (N b + 1)

b



 1 Na  exp( ab
):
N
Sin e Sj has
at least t neighbors outside S and Ti is a random subset of V n S of size jV n S j=` =
jV n S j  2plg t=t, we have


p
 jV nS j2 lg t

t



p



 exp 2 lg t :
Pr[ij = 0℄  1 jV n S j
In parti ular, the expe ted number of pairs (Ti; Sj ) su h that Ti 6 Sj is at most exp( 2plg t)`t.
Let p = Pr[
`~  2` ℄. Now, whenever Ti is not well- onne ted, Ti  pSj holds for at most
p
(1 4exp( 2 lg t))t of the sets Sj , that is, Ti 6 Sj for at least 4exp( 2 lg t)t values of j . It
follows from the de pnition of p, that the expe ted number of pairs (Ti; Sj ) su h that Ti 6 Sj is at
least p  2`  4exp( 2 lg t)t. Thus, we have


p

2p exp 2 lg t

t



`t  exp



p



2 lg t `t;

that is p  12 .
Assume we have su eeded in Step I, and there are at least `^ = 2` = 4ptlg t well- onne ted sets
among the Ti 's; of these, we retain exa tly `^ and refer to them as T^1 ; T^2 ; : : : ; T^`^.
We are now ready to implement Step II. Randomly partition the Si's into `^ blo ks ea h with
t=`^ sets, and merge the sets in ea h blo k to obtain S^1 ; S^2 ; : : : ; S^`^.
Lemma 2.7 With probability at least 21 , T^i  S^j for all i;pj = 1; : : : ; `^.
Proof: Ea h T^i has a neighbor in at least (1 4exp( 2 lg t))t of the Sj . So,
p
p
t=`^
t=`^
Pr[T^i 6 S^j ℄  4exp( 2 lg t)  exp( 2 lg t + 2) :
Now, `t^ = 4plg t. So, Pr[T^i 6 S^j ℄  exp( 8lg t + 8plg t)  t12 : The lemma follows from the union
bound be ause the number of (i; j ) pairs, `^2  t2.








Proof of Theorem 2.5 : By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, with probability at least 21  21 = 14 , we obtain
sets S^1; S^2 ; : : : ; S^`^ and T^1 ; T^2 ; : : : ; T^`^, su h that S^i  T^j . For i = 1; 2; : : : ; `^, let V^i = S^i [ T^i. Clearly,
V^1 ; V^2 ; : : : ; V^`^ is a omplete partition of G.

Note that one an, in polynomial-time, ompute (G) and obtain the
required dense degree-bounded subgraph. Given su h a subgraph, by Lemma 2.4, we an, in
polynomial-time, obtain a multi-expander
of size (G)=20. Finally, using Theorem 2.5 we obtain a
p
omplete partition of size ( (G)= lg (G)).

Proof of Theorem 1.2:
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2.3

Derandomization

Both steps in the randomized algorithm an be derandomized using the method of onditional
expe tation. We present the details only for Step I; for Step II, whi h is similar, we just sket h the
main ideas. In Step I, we randomly partition the set V n S into ` equal parts and argue that with
high probability many of the sets in the partition will be well- onne ted. We now show how we
an produ e many well- onne ted sets deterministi ally.
Let T1; T2 ; : : : ; T` be a random partition of V n S into sets of (almost) equal sizes. Re all that
the indi ator random variable ij (used in thePproof of Lemma 2.6) takes the value 1 if and only if
there is an edge between Ti and Sj . Let  = ij ij . We have argued that


p



E[℄  1 exp( 2 lg t) `t:
We now wish to instantiate the sets Ti in su h a way that the value of  is at least its expe ted
value. On e this is done, we immediately see that at least 43 ` of all Tj 's will be well- onne ted.
This instantiation will be done in rementally. At ea h stage, we will pi k a new vertex in V n S
and de ide whi h Ti it must go into.
We will use P1 ; P2 ; : : : ; P` to des ribe the hoi es made so far, where Pi onsists of those verti es
of V n S that will belong to Ti in our instantiation. Initially, we set P1; P2 ; : : : ; P` = ;, and add the
verti es of V n S one after another to these sets ensuring that jPi j  jV n S j=`. Let \P  T " denote
the event \Pi  Ti for i = 1; 2; : : : ; `." Then, initially,
E[ j P  T ℄ = E[℄:
We will ensure that at all times,
E[ j P  T ℄  E[℄:
Suppose we need to insert v 2 V n S into one of the Pi 's (after having made the hoi e for the
previous verti es). We try ea h hoi e of Pi (provided it is not already of the required size), insert v
into Pi, ompute the onditional expe tation E[ j P  T ℄ in ea h ase, and retain the hoi e that
gives the highest onditional expe tation. It is straightforward to verify that this method works
orre tly. We only need to des ribe how the onditional expe tations are evaluated. By linearity of
expe tation, it is enough to show how E[ij j P  T ℄ an be omputed eÆ iently. Suppose, Sj and
Pi are onne ted by an edge then we have E[ij j P  T ℄ = 1. Otherwise, let p be the number of
verti es of V n S , that are still not in any Pi, and q be the number of neighbors of Sj among these
p verti es. Then,
p q 
E[ij j P  T ℄ = 1 k pjP j ;
i

k jPi j

where k = jV n S j=` (the desired size of the sets in the nal partition).
The argument for Step II is similar. Suppose we have identi ed the well- onne ted sets T^1 ,
T^2 , : : : ; T^`^. In the randomized algorithm, we randomly partition the family fSi : i = 1; 2; : : : ; tg
into `^ equal parts and argue that with high probability ea h T^j will have a neighbor in some Sj
of ea h blo k of the partition. In our deterministi algorithm, we start with `^ empty blo ks and
add Sj 's one after another to the blo ks. Let ij be the indi ator random variable for the event
\some neighbor of T^i is in some setPin blo k j " (here i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; `^) when the blo ks are hosen
randomly and of equal size; let  = ij ij . The al ulation in Lemma 2.7 shows that E[℄ > `^2 1.
As in the derandomization of Step I, we an build the blo ks by adding one set Si at a time, and
ensure that in the end the onditional expe tation of  is more than `^2 1. But at this point  is
8

an integer with value at most `^2. So, its value must be `^2 , implying that ea h T^i has a neighbor in
some set of ea h blo k.
2.4

The gap between

(G)

and

p(G)

In this se tion we will show that the relationship between (G) and p(G) is essentially optimal.
Theorem 2.8 For all large n, for almost all graphs G on n verti es (G) = (n) and p(G) =
O( plgn n ).
Proof: Consider the random graph G on n verti es obtained by pla ing ea h edge independently
1
withpprobability 1 o(1)
with probability
 2 . Using Cherno bounds, it is easy to verify that
n
n
1
1
jE (G)j  2 2 n lg n and, for all v 2 V (G), we have deg(v)  2 + 2 n lg n. For large n,
( n 2 1 + p2pn lg n)2 =2  21 n2 n lg n, implying that with probability at least 1 o(1), (G) 
n 1 + 2 n lg n.
2
We will show that with probability at least 1 o(1), G has no omplete partition of size
t = p2lgnn + 1. Thus, with probability 1 o(1), the events ` (G)  n2 ' and ` p(G) < t' hold
simultaneously. Our theorem follows from this.
It remains to bound the probability that p(G)  t. Fix a partition S = (S1 ; S2 ; : : : ; St ) of
V (G); let si = jSi j.
Y
Pr[S is a omplete partition℄ =
(1 2 s s )
i j



1i<j t
Y

1i<j t

exp( 2
X

= exp(

si sj )

2 ss )
1i<j t
  P
1
 exp( 2t 2 1  s s (2) )
(beause
Geometri Mean  Arithmeti Mean)

P
1
 exp( 2t 2 12 ( s )2 (2) )
 
1
 exp( 2t 2 12 n2(2) ):
i j

i<j

t
i

i

i j

t

t

t

t

For our hoi e of t, the last expression is at most exp( n1:5). Sin e there are at most nt possible
hoi es for S ,
X
Pr[G has a omplete partition of size t℄ 
Pr[S is a omplete partition of G℄
S

 nt  exp( n1:5):
2.5

Bounded degree graphs

p

The original version of this paper gave an O( ) fa tor approximation algorithm for graphs with
degree bounded by . The following substantially stronger result is due to the referee.
9

p

p

Theorem 2.9 Let G be a graph with m edges and maximum
jq
k degree  su h that m > 2000 log .
m
1
Then, G has a omplete partition with at least 4
log  parts. A randomized polynomial-time
algorithm an produ e su h a partition with high probability.

Sin e, p(G) = O

p



jE (G)j , we have the following orollary.

Corollary 2.10 Let G be a graph with m edges and maximum degree  su h that m = !(2 lg ).

Then, there is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm pthat produ es a omplete partition whose
size is smaller than the optimum by a fa tor at most O( log ).

We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.9.
plan is as follows. We will olor the verti es of the graph randomly with
m
` =  log  olors, in the hope of nding at least 4` olor lasses that are ompletely onne ted.
m of the pairs of olor lasses are
Unfortunately, our argument will only ensure that all but some 4
automati ally onne ted. To take are of the missing onne tions, we will rst set aside a mat hing
m edges and olor only the rest of the graph. These mat hing edges will then be used to
of about 4
onne t the pairs that remain un onne ted after the random oloring.
m non-adja ent edges from the graph G. Set
To onstru t the mat hing M , greedily pi k 4
these edges aside for later use. Let G1 be the graph obtained from G by deleting all verti es
belonging to some edge in M . Ea h edge of M is adja ent to at most 2 2 other edges, so the
number of edges that are removed from G is at most

m
m
m
m
+
1
(2
1)

+
2
1
1

4
2
2
2:
Thus, G1 has at least m2 edges. We are now ready to olor the verti es of G1 , but it will be
onvenient to do this oloring in two phases. First, partition the vertex set into sets Vp1 and V2 su h
thatjthe
ed bipartite subgraph H = (V1 ; V2 ; E ) has at least m4 edges. Let k = 2 lg  and let
k
pm indu
` = k . Choose olors for the verti es of V1 from the set [`℄, uniformly and independently. To
identify the olor lasses that are likely to get onne ted easily when we olor V2 , we will examine
the neighborhoods of the olor lasses in V1 . The probability that a vertex w 2 V2 has a neighbor
(in V1 ) olored r 2 [`℄ is exa tly



d
d

1 1 1`  1 1 pkm  1 exp pkdmw  2kdpwm :
Here
is thep degree of w in the graph H ; for the last inequality we used our assumption that
pm dw2000
lg . For r 2 [`℄, let Nr be the neighborhood of the olor lass r, that is, the set of
verti es in V2 that have a neighbor olored r. Thus,
Proof:q The overall

w

E [jNr j℄ 

w

kdw
pm
2
w2V2
X



k
m
p

2 m 4



p

k m
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:

(1)

We wish to show that jNr j is usually not mu h smaller than its expe tation. For this, we bound
the varian e of jNr j. For v 2 V1 , let v be the indi ator variable for the event \v is olored r." In
parti ular, we have Pr[ v = 1℄ = E[ i ℄ = 1` . Then, it an be shown that
X
1 X d2   X dv  m  1:1kpm:
d2 E[ v ℄ 
var[jN j℄ 
(2)
r

v2V1

v

` v2V1

v

10

` v2V1

`

From (1) and (2), using Chebyshev's inequality, we an on lude that

p 
k m
jNr j < 1 :
Pr jNr j < 16 < (j Evar[
[jNr j℄=2)2 2
(We
used our assumption that pm  2000plg .) Thus, the expe ted number of r with jNr j 
p
k m is more than ` , and by Markov's inequality, with probability at least 1 , the number of su h
16
2
3
olor lasses r is more than 4` . Fix a set of `0 =  4`  good olor lasses.
Now, olor the verti es of V2 at random with good olors, hosen uniformly and independently.
Fix a pair of good olors (r1; r2 ). We want to estimate the probability that some edge of H onne ts
the olor lasses r1 and r2. The probability that no vertex in Nr1 re eives the olor r2 is at most


1 `10

jNr

1j



 1 `10

k

p
16



k2

m

 exp



p

k m
`0



 exp



k2



4 :
The expe ted number of pairs of good olor lasses that have no edge onne ting them is at most
exp

  0

`

m

2
8 ;

4
m edges are missing is at most 1 . Finally, onne t these pairs
and the probability that more than 4
2
using the edges of thejqmat hing
M
that
were
set
aside
in
the
beginning.
This leads to a omplete
k
1
`
m
partition with 4  4 lg  parts.
3

Lower bound

The goal of this se tion is to prove the following.
Theorem 3.1 Let L  f0; 1g be a language in NP. Then, there is a randomized transformation f
that transforms inputs in f0; 1g to graphs, and a polynomial-time omputable fun tion : f0; 1g !
N su h that for all x 2 f0; 1g ,
(a) If x 2 L then p(f (x))  (x) with probability 1;
p
(b) If x 62 L, then with probability at least 34 , we have p(f (x))  C (x)= lg jV (f (x))j, where
C  1 is an absolute onstant independent of L and x.
Furthermore, f (x) an be omputed in time jxjO(lg lg jxj).
Corollary 3.2 There exists a onstant C  1 su h that if there exists a randomized polynomialtime algorithm that with high probability omputes a omplete partition in a graph G of size more
than pC p(G) , then NP  RTime(nO(lg lg n) ).
lg jV (G)j
Our proof is inspired by the result of Feige, Halldorsson, Kortsarz and Srinivasan [FHKS00℄
on the inapproximability of the domati number of a graph. In that work, they show how one an
transform an input instan e x of a language L 2 NP into a bipartite graph G = (V1; V2 ; E ) with
the following properties. If x 2 L, then V1 an be partitioned into a large number of disjoint
dominating sets; however, if x 62 L, then every dominating set of G is large, so that no su h large
partition an exist. Our onstru tion will losely follow this idea. We will ensure that when x 2 L,
Plan:
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an be partitioned into jV2j disjoint dominating sets. Now, a omplete partition of size V2 an
easily be obtained from this by adding one vertex of V2 to ea h dominating set. We also need to
show that when x 62 L, the size of the largest omplete partition is O(jV2 j=plg n), where n is the
number of verti es in G. The result in [FHKS00℄ an be used dire tly to ensure that when x 62 L,
then V1 annot be partitioned into many disjoint dominating sets. But this does not immediately
imply that there is no omplete partition of large size. To prove our result, we need to examine
the stru ture of the graph more losely. In fa t, our graph G will bep onstru ted randomly. To
show that in the ase x 62 L all omplete partitions have size O(jV2 j= lg n), we will show that the
probability of any xed partition with a large number of lasses being ompletely onne ted is very
small, and get our required on lusion by summing over all su h potential omplete partitions.
V1

3.1

Ba kground

Let In be the set of 5-regular, simple graphs with vertex set [n℄ = f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Let I = Sn1 In.
We say that a graph I 2 I is -non-3- olorable if in every 3- oloring of the verti es of I at most (1
)jE (I )j edges of I are properly olored. The following onsequen e of the PCP theorem [ALMSS℄
appears in Feige et al. [FHKS00℄.
Theorem 3.3 There is an  > 0 su h that the following holds. Let L  f0; 1g be a language in
NP. Then, there is a polynomial omputable fun tion f : f0; 1g ! I su h that for all x 2 f0; 1g
 if x 2 L, then f (x) is 3- olorable;
 if x 62 L, then f (x) is -non-3- olorable.
Consider the following two-prover proto ol. In this proto ol, and later, we will refer to olorings
of the form  : e ! fR; G; B g, where e is an edge of a graph. Here e is to be thought of as a set of
two verti es, say fv; wg. Then, the olor assigned to v is (v) and the olor assigned to w is (w).
Input: I 2 I .

Pi ks a v 2 V (I ) at random. Pi ks a random pair of edges (e; e0 ), both
in ident on v. Sends e to the Prover I and e0 to Prover II.
Prover I: Sends a proper 3- oloring  : e ! fR; G; Bg to the veri er.
Prover II: Sends a proper 3- oloring 0 : e0 ! fR; G; Bg to the veri er.
Veri er: A epts i (v) = 0 (v).
Veri er:

Proposition 3.4 If I is 3- olorable then there is a strategy for the provers that onvin es the
veri er with probability 1. If I is -non-3- olorable, then for every strategy of the provers,

Pr[Veri

er a epts℄  1



2:

Theorem 3.5 (Raz's parallel repetition theorem) If we perform ` parallel repetitions of a
one-round two-prover proto ol with probability of a eptan e , and a ept if and only if all ` runs
lead to a eptan e, then the probability of a eptan e is at most 2 ` where > 0 is a onstant that
depends only on , and the length of the answers of the provers in the original proof system.
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Consider the following `-fold parallel repetition of the proto ol above.
Input: I 2 I .

Pi ks v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; v` 2 V (I ) at random. For ea h i = 1; 2; : : : ; `, pi ks a
random pair (ei; e0i ) of edges both in ident on vi. Sends he1 ; e2 ; : : : ; e` i to the
rst prover and he01 ; e02 ; : : : ; e0` i to the se ond prover.
Prover I: Sends h1 ; 2 ; : : : ; ` i to the veri er, where i : ei ! fR; G; Bg is a proper
oloring of ei .
Prover II: Sends h01 ; 02 ; : : : ; 0` i to the veri er, where 0i : e0i ! fR; G; Bg is a
proper oloring of e0i .
Veri er: A epts i for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; `, i (vi ) = 0i (vi ).
Veri er:

Corollary 3.6 Let the maximum number of properly olored edges in any 3- oloring of I be (1
)jE (I )j ( > 0). Then, there exists a onstant = () > 0 su h that the following holds for all
`. Let  be a strategy for the provers in the above proto ol that makes the veri er a ept with the
highest probability. Then, under ,

Pr[Veri er a epts℄  2 `.
From now on, we will use for the onstant asso iated in the above orollary with the onstant 
promised in Theorem 3.3; we may assume  1.
The task of determining the best strategy for the provers in the parallel proto ol orresponds
to solving a ertain overing problem on a graph obtained from the input instan e I . We will use
the Min-Rep problem formulated in Kortsarz [Kor01℄.
De nition 3.7 (Min-Rep-Graph [Kor01℄) Given a graph I 2 I , the bipartite graph MRG(I ) =
(U1 ; U2 ; E ), is de ned as follows. U1 and U2 onsist of tuples
he1 ; e2 ; : : : ; e`; 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; ` i;
where for i = 1; 2; : : : ; `, ei 2 E (I ) and i : ei ! fR; G; Bg is a proper

oloring of ei . The edges of

(I ) will be labeled by elements of V (I )` , and we will use (u; u0 ; v) to denote the edge between
u 2 U1 and u0 2 U2 with label v 2 V (I )` . Let Ev be the edges labeled v .
Ev = f(he; i; he0 ; 0 i; v ) : he; i 2 U1 and he0 ; 0 i 2 U2 and
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; `, vi 2 ei ; e0i and i (vi ) = 0i (vi )g:
S
Finally, the edge set of MRG(I ) is v2V (I ) Ev .
Note: In the graph above, and in those we shall en ounter below, there may be parallel edges
onne ting two distin t verti es he; i and he0 ; 0 i; this happens when there is an i su h that ei = e0i
and i = 0i. However, di erent edges onne ting the same two verti es have di erent labels.
The verti es of U1 an be naturally partitioned into sets (Ae : e 2 E (I )` ), where Ae onsists
of verti es of the form he; i, all with the same rst omponent. The elements of Ae orrespond
to all potential responses of Prover I in the above parallel proto ol, when the Veri er sends e.
Similarly, U2 an be partitioned into sets (Be : e 2 E (I )` ). Sin e there are six ways to properly
3- olor an edge, jAe j = jBej = 6` ; sin e the instan e I is a 5-regular graph, there are pre isely
q = jE (I )j` = ( 52 )` jV (I )j` parts in ea h partition. Let  denote the equivalen e relation on U1 [ U2
indu ed by the partition above.
MRG

`
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De nition 3.8 Let G be a graph and  be an equivalen e relation on V (G) (or equivalently a
partition of V (G)). Let G= be the graph with vertex set V= (i.e. the set of equivalen e lasses
under ) and E (G=) = f(x=; y=; v ) : (x; y; v ) 2 E (G)g where x= is the equivalen e lass of
x under . Note that E (G=) is a set, that is, there is at most one edge with a given label between
two verti es.

We will refer to the graph MRG(I )=  as the super min-rep-graph and refer to its
verti es as super verti es and its edges as super edges. Also, we will write MRG(I ) instead of
MRG(I )= . Note that MRG (I ) is a regular graph with 2q super verti es, ea h with degree 2` 5` ;
thus, the number of super edges in MRG(I ) is:
h = q  2` 5` = jV (I )j` 52` :
De nition 3.9 Let S  V (MRG(I )) and let GS be the graph on V (MRG(I )) onsisting of those
edges of MRG(I ) that have both end points in S . Let  be the equivalen e relation on V (MRG(I ))
de ned above. We say that S overs a super edge e~ 2 MRG (I ) if e~ 2 E (GS =). We say that S is
a over if it overs all super edges in MRG (I ).

Remark:

Note that S is a over if and only if GS =  is the same as MRG(I ). For example,
the entire vertex set V (G(I )) is a over. Note that when S overs the super edge e~ = (Ae; Be0 ; v),
it has a vertex u1 2 Ae and a vertex u2 2 Be0 su h that (u1 ; u2 ; v) 2 E (MRG(I )). In parti ular,
sin e it is not enough if S has only one end point of the edge, this notion of overing, referred to as
min-rep- overing by Kortsarz and Shende [KS03℄, is di erent from the usual de nition for vertex
overs.
We are now ready to state the key properties of MRG(I ).
Lemma 3.10 (Main Lemma)
 If I 2 I is 3- olorable, then V (MRG(I )) an be partitioned
`
into 6 disjoint overs ea h of size 2q.
 If I is -non-3- olorable, then any set S of size at most 2qk, overs at most a fra tion
(32k2 2 `)1=3 of the super edges of MRG(I ).
Proof: For the rst part, assume that 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; ` are ` proper 3- olorings of I (not ne essarily
distin t). Let
S \ U1 = fhe; i : for i = 1; 2; : : : ; `, i is the restri tion of i to ei g;
S \ U2 = fhe0 ; 0 i : for i = 1; 2; : : : ; `, 0i is the restri tion of i to e0i g:
It is easy to verify that S is a over in MRG(I ). Now, x a 3- oloring  of I . Then, there are 6
di erent variants of  (we may assume that I is has at least one edge, so  annot be the onstant
fun tion). Letting 1 ; 2; : : : ; ` ea h range over these 6 possibilities in all possible ways, we get 6`
versions of the over S . These versions are pairwise disjoint. Note that ea h over has exa tly 2q
verti es.
For the se ond part, x a set S of size 2qk and let be the fra tion of the super edges of MRG(I )
overed by S . We will use the two-prover proto ol above. The veri er's a tions orrespond to
pi king a random super edge (Ae; Be0 ; v) of MRG(I ), and sending e to Prover I and e0 to Prover
II. Consider the following strategy for the provers: on re eiving e from the veri er, Prover I pi ks a
random vertex he; i in Ae \ S (su h a vertex exists) and returns ; similarly, on re eiving e0 from
the veri er, Prover II pi ks a random vertex he0 ; 0i in Be0 \ S and sends ba k 0.
Remark:
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Sin e MRG(I ) is regular, the expe ted value (over a random hoi e of the super edge (Ae; Be0 ; v))
of MRG(I )) of jS \ (Ae [ Be0 )j is 2qk=q = 2k. By Markov's inequality,
Pr[jS \ (Ae [ Be0 )j  4k ℄  2 :
Thus, with probability =2 the following two events hold simultaneously: S overs the super
edge (Ae; Be0 ; v) and jS \ (Ae [ Be0 )j < 4k . If S overs the super edge (Ae ; Be0 ; v), then there is an
edge (he; i; he0 ; 0 i; v) between them in MRG(I ) with both end points in S . If jS \ (Ae [ Be0 )j < 4k
the probability that both provers pi k their orresponding end point in our randomized strategy is at
least ( 4k )2 . Thus, the overall probability of the veri er a epting is at least =2( =4k)2 = 3 =32k2 .
Our laim now follows from Corollary 3.6.
3.2

The

onstru tion

As stated earlier, our nal graph G(I ) will be generated using the graph MRG(I ). This transformation is similar to onstru tions used in earlier works (e.g. Lund and Yannakakis [LY94℄,
Feige [F98℄, and espe ially Feige, Halldorsson, Kortsarz and Srinivasan [FHKS00℄, and Kortsarz
and Shende [KS03℄). However, sin e we do not assume that the reader is familiar with the details
in those papers, we shall present the onstru tion in detail. We will rst des ribe a random graph
G~ (I ). The nal graph G(I ) will be obtained by taking several independent opies of G~ (I ) and
identifying some verti es from di erent opies.
The intermediate random graph G~ (I ): The graph G~ (I ) is a random bipartite graph with
vertex sets V~1 and V~2. The rst vertex set V~1 will, in fa t, be the same as V (MRG(I )), and as
before we partition it into 2q lusters (Ae; Be : e 2 E (I )` ) ea h with 6` verti es. The other vertex
set V~2 has one set Me~ of m verti es for ea h super edges e~ of MRG(I ). Sin e there are exa tly
jV (I )j` 52` super edges in MRG(I ), V~2 has jV (I )j` 52` m verti es.
We now des ribe how the edges are pla ed in G~ (I ). The edges onne ting Me~ to the verti es
~
in V1 are determined using a random pro ess. This pro ess is run independently for ea h edge e~ of
MRG(I ). Consider a super edge e
~ = (Ae; Be0 ; v) of MRG(I ). The verti es in Me~ have neighbors
only in Ae and Be0 . To des ribe how these neighbors are hosen, we partition Ae into 3` sets
(Ae; :  2 fR; G; Bg`) ea h of size 2` , where
Ae; = fhe; i : i (vi ) = i g:
The idea is that Ae has 6` verti es, ea h orresponding to assigning a di erent oloring to the edges
involved in e. Some of these olorings agree on what they assign to the verti es in v; these verti es
are put into a single lass. Similarly, we partition Be0 into 3` sets of size 2` ea h, where
Be0 ; = fhe0 ; i : i (vi ) = i g:
Note that in MRG(I ) every vertex in Ae; is onne ted by an edge to every vertex of Be0; . A
vertex v2 2 Me~ is onne ted to either all the verti es in Ae; or all the verti es in Be; , but not to
both, that is, if a vertex of Me~ has a neighbor in Ae; , then it has no neighbors in Be0; . Under
these onditions the vertex v2 2 Me~ has exa tly 23 possible neighborhoods, we hoose one of them
randomly. Alternatively, we may use the following randomized pro edure to generate the edges
onne ting Me~ to Ae and Be0 .
`
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v2 2 Me~ independently
 2 fR; G; Bg` independently
Pi k C 2 fAe; ; Be0 ; g at random (ea
Conne t v2 to all verti es in C .

for ea h
for ea h

h with probability

1 );
2

Note that the appearan e of edges in G~ (I ) depends on random hoi es. However, there
are some pairs of verti es that never get onne ted. We all a pair (u; v2 ) 2 V~1  V~2 a potential edge
if it appears as an edge in some instan e of G~ , that is, the event \(u; v2 ) 2 E (G~ (I ))" has non-zero
probability; for a potential edge p, let Jp be the indi ator random variable for the event p 2 G~ .
Two potential edges (u; v2 ) and (u0 ; v20 ) are said to be related if the events events \(u; v2 ) 2 E (G~ )"
and \(u0 ; v20 ) 2 E (G~ )" are dependent; this happens if and only if
 v2 = v20 (say v2 2 Me~ where e~ = (Ae; Be0 ; v)) and
 both u; u0 2 Ae; [ Be0 ; for some  2 fR; G; Bg`.
Thus, the set of potential edges related to an (u; v2 ) 2 (Ae; [ Be0; )  Me~, where e~ = (Ae ; Be0 ; v), is
pre isely (Ae; [ Be0; ) fv2 g. Sin e, jAe; j; jBe0 ; j = 2`, (u; v2 ) is related to pre isely 2`+1 potential
edges (in luding itself). Furthermore, we have the following proposition. [Parts (a) and (b) follow
immediately from our onstru tion, part ( ) follows from part (b), and part (d) follows from part
( ) using Lemma 3.10.℄
Proposition 3.11 (a) Suppose E1 and E2 are events and S1 and S2 are subsets of potential edges,
su h that E1 is fully determined by (Jp : p 2 S1 ) and E2 is fully determined by (Jp : p 2 S2 ).
Remarks:

Suppose no potential edge in S1 is related to a potential edge in S2 . Then, E1 and E2 are
independent.

(b) Suppose (u; u0 ; v) 2 E (MRG(I )). Then, M(u=;u0 =;v)  N (u) [ N (u0 ).

(I ), then N (S ) = V~2 in G~ (I ).
If I is 3- olorable, then V~1 an be partitioned into 6` disjoint sets S1 ; S2 ; : : : su h that N (Si ) =
V~2 .

( ) If S is a over in
(d)

MRG

The nal random graph G(I ): The nal random graph G(I ) is obtained as follows. First, pi k r
independent opies of G~ (I ); all them G~ 1 ; G~ 2 ; : : : ; G~ r , with orresponding vertex sets (V~11 ; V~21); (V~12 ; V~22 );
: : : ; (V~1r ; V~2r ); let
jV~ j
r = 2` :

6
[Our hoi e of parameters below ensure that r is an integer.℄ The graph G(I ) is obtained by
identifying the orresponding vertij es injV~21; V~22; : : : ; V~2r . E.g., for ea h super edge e~ of MRG(I ),
there is an instan e of Me~, say Me~  V~2 . These r instan es of Me~ are identi ed to produ e just
one set Me~ of size m. Thus, G(I ) is a bipartite graph with vertex sets (V1 ; V2) where
V1 = V~11 [ V~12 [    [ V~1r ;
has 2rq6` = 2qjV2 j verti es and V2 has jV (I )j` 52`m verti es. Note that ea h luster of verti es of the
form Ae has r versions in V1 ; we refer to them as A1e ; A2e ; : : : ; Are . Similarly, we have Be1; Be2; : : : ; Ber .
Let
We now examine how p(G(I )) behaves for 3- olorable and -non-3- olorable instan es I .
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When I is 3- olorable: Note, that Part (a) of Proposition 3.11 applies to G(I ) as well. Also,
sin e r6`  jV2 j, Part (d) implies that if I is 3- olorable, there are jV2 j disjoint sets S1; S2 ; : : :  V1 ,
su h that N (Si) = V2 . By adding a di erent vertex of V2 to ea h of these sets, we obtain a omplete
partition of G(I ) of size jV2 (G(I ))j.
Proposition 3.12 If I is 3- olorable, p(G(I ))  jV2 j = jV (I )j` 52` m.
When I is -non-3- olorable:
p We wish to show that
probability p(G(I ))  DjV2 j= lg jV2j, for a suitable hoi
t=

&

'

if I is -non-3- olorable, then with high
e of D, ` and m. In the following, we let

DjV2 j
p
lg jV2 j :

We x the values of the parameters as follows:


10
lg lg jV (I )j ;
` =
= 6`q;
= 10:
Note that for this hoi e of parameters, lg jV2 j = (lg jV (G)j).
Our inapproximability result requires the following two inequalities.
 For a xed partition X = (X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xt ) of V (G(I )),
Pr[X is a omplete partition℄  exp( (jV2 j5=3 )):
m
D

 The number of partitions of V (G(I )) into t parts is at most
tjV (G)j  exp(O(jV2 j3=2 ):

(3)
(4)

Assuming these inequalities are proved, we have the following lemma, from whi h Theorem 3.1
follows immediately (using Theorem 3.3).
Lemma 3.13 (Separation) If I is 3- olorable, then p(G(I ))  jV2 j. If I is -non-3- olorable,
DjV j
then with high probability p(G(I ))  p 2 :
lg jV2 j
It remains to show the inequalities (3) and (4). We rst outline our argument. In the outline, we
will en ounter Lemmas 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16. After the outline, we state these lemmas and assuming
they hold, we omplete the proof of inequalities (3) and (4). In Se tion 3.3, we prove the three
lemmas.
In order to prove (3), let us x a potential partition X = (X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xt ). For X to be a
omplete partition we should have Xi  Xj for all pairs fXi ; Xj g, (i 6= j ). Let us examine how
onne tions between Xi and Xj arise in G(I ). There are three issues that we need to deal with in
our al ulations:
Xi overs Xj : Suppose Xi \ V1 overs some super edge e~ of MRG and there is some vertex
v2 2 Me~. Now, Proposition 3.11 (b) implies that v2 has a neighbor in Xi \ V1 with probability
1. In su h a situation, we say that Xi overs v2, for no matter how the random edges are
hosen, v2 will be onne ted to some vertex in Xi . We say that Xi overs Xj if Xi overs
17

some vertex of Xj \ V2. Sin e su h pairs (Xi ; Xj ) are onne ted with probability 1, we need
to ensure that there are not too many su h pairs. Lemma 3.14 below shows that in any xed
partition X of V (G), for most pairs (Xi ;pXj ), Xi does not over Xj . The reason for this is
that the size of a typi al Xi \ V1 is O(q lg n) and, we an use Lemma 3.10 to bound the
number of super edges e~ of MRG(I ) overed by su h small sets.
Xi and Xj are strongly oupled: Suppose for a pair fXi ; Xj g, neither Xi overs Xj nor Xj
overs Xi. Consider the potential edges between Xi \ V1 and Xj \ V2. Ea h su h edge
has probability exa tly 21 of appearing in G(I ). Furthermore, sin e Xi does not over Xj ,
the events \(u; v2 ) 2 E (G(I ))", for di erent potential edges (u; v2 ) onne ting Xi \ V1 with
Xj \ V2 are either identi al or independent. In parti ular, if there are kij potential edges
between Xi \ V1 and Xj \ V2 , then
Pr[(Xi \ V1 )  (Xj \ V2) in G℄  1 2 k :
To exploit this bound, we need to ensure that kij is small. Lemma 3.15 shows that for most
pairs (Xi ; Xj ), we have kij  lg jV (G)j.
Dependent potential edges: We have indi ated above how we plan to ontrol the probability
that there is an edge between Xi \ V1 and Xj \ V2. The events \(Xi \ V1 )  (Xj \ V2 )" and
\(Xj \ V1)  (Xi \ V2)" are independent be ause they involve di erent verti es of V2 (see the
remarks after the de nition of G~ (I )). So, using the argument outlined above we an laim
that
Pr[Xi  Xj in G℄  1 2 (k +k ) :
This quantity is quite lose to 1 for the bound on kij that we ensure in Lemma 3.15. But,
we want our failure probability to be exponentially small. To a hieve that we will exploit
the fa t that Xi  Xj for many pairs fXi ; Xj g. So, we ensure that the events of the form
Xi  Xj are independent for many pairs fXi ; Xj g. The event Xi  Xj is independent of
a set of events of the form \Xi0  Xj0 ", if no potential edge between Xi and Xj is related
to a potential edge between any of the Xi0 and Xj0 . We stated above that we an ensure
that the number of potential edges between Xi and Xj are few ( lg jV2 j); furthermore, ea h
su h edge is related to at most 2`+1 other potential edges. This enables us to argue that for
at least (t2=(2` lg jV2j)) pairs fXi ; Xj g, the events Xi  Xj are mutually independent (see
Lemma 3.16 below).
ij

ij

ji

2
Lemma 3.14 There are at most lgjVj2Vj2 j pairs fXi ; Xj g where Xi overs Xj or Xj overs Xi .
2
Lemma 3.15 There are at most 32lgjjVV22jj pairs fXi ; Xj g where there are more than 41 lg jV2 j potential

edges between them.
Lemma 3.16 Let P be a subset of pairs fXi ; Xj g su h that there are at most 14 lg jV2 j potential
edges onne ting any pair. Then, there is a subset P 0 of P of size at least jP j=(2` lg jV2 j) su h that
for all pairs fXi ; Xj g 2 P 0 , the events Xi  Xj are mutually independent.

Proof of (3):

at least

Let X = (X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xt ) be a partition of V (G). By Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15, for

pairs fXi ; Xj g, we have

 

t

2

2

2

33 lgjVj2Vj2 j  lgjVj2Vj2 j
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 Xi does not over Xj and Xj does not over Xi;
 the number of potential edges between Xi and Xj is at most 41 lg jV2j.

By Lemma 3.16, there is a subset P 0 of at least 2 (lgjV2jVj22j)2 pairs su h that
 for all pairs fXi ; Xj g 2 P 0 the events Xi  Xj are mutually independent.
Then,
Pr[X is a omplete partition℄  Pr[8fXi ; Xj g 2 P 0 : Xi  Xj ℄

 j 2 j2
+2
1
 1 1 lg jV2j 2 lg j 2 j
24
!!
j
V2 j7=4
 exp
lg jV2j
`

V

`

V

 exp( (jV2 j5=3 )):

Proof of (4):

The total number of partitions of V (G) into t parts is at most
tjV (G)j

 jV2 jjV (G)j
 exp(jV (G)j lg jV2 j)
 exp(O(jV2 j3=2 )):

To justify the last inequality, observe that
jV2j3=2 = jV2 jjV2 j1=2

1=2
= jV2 j jV (I )j` 52` m

1=2
= jV2 j jE (I )j`  10`  6`q

1=2
= jV2 j  q  10`  6` q
= jV2 jq(60)`=2 :
On the other hand, sin e jV1 j = 2qjV2 j, q = ( 25 )`jV (I )j` and ` = 10 lg lg jV (I )j, we have
jV (G)j lg jV2 j = (2q + 1)jV2 j lg jV2 j
 (2q + 1)jV2 j lg(jV (I )j` 52`m)
= (2q + 1)jV2 j lg(jV (I )j` 52`6` q)
 jV2 jq(60)`=2 :
3.3

Proofs of the

ombinatorial lemmas

Proof of Lemma 3.14:

Let jXi \ V1j = 2ki q. Then,
t
X
i=1

2ki q = jV1 j = 2qjV2 j:
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Thus, Pti=1 ki  jV2j.
Re all that V1 onsists of r opies V~11; V~12; : : : ; V~1r of V~1. Denote by v1j the opy of the vertex
v1 2 V~1 that appears in V~1j . If some Xi has many opies of a vertex, we retain exa tly one of them
in X^i :
X^ i = fv1 2 V~1 : v1j 2 Xi ; for some j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; rgg:
Clearly, jX^i j  jXi j = 2ki q. Also, if Xi overs v2 2 Me~  V2, then X^i overs the super edge e~ in
MRG (I ). Furthermore, the fra tion of verti es of V2 overed by Xi is at most the fra tion of super
edges of MRG(I ) overed by X^i . Let X^i over a fra tion i of the super edges of MRG(I ). By
Lemma 3.10,
2=3 `=3 :
2 ` 1=3
i  (32ki 2 )  4ki 2
The number of Xj 's overed by Xi is at most the number of verti es of V2 overed by Xi , that is,
i jV2 j. Thus, the total number of pairs (Xi ; Xj ) where Xi overs Xj is at most
t
X
i=1

i jV2 j 

t
X
i=1

4ki2=3 2

`=3 jV

`=3 tjV

 42

2j

2j

t
X

ki =t

!2=3

i=1
1=3
D
j
V
`=3  p 2 j  jV j (lg jV2 j)
lg jV2j 2 D2=3

 42
jV2j2 :
 2lg
jV2 j

[The se ond inequality holds be ause x2=3 is a on ave fun tion (Jensen's inequality); the last
inequality holds be ause, for our hoi e of `, 2 `=3  lg jV2 j.℄
So, the number of pairs (Xi ; Xj ) where Xi overs Xj is at most 2 jlgV2jVj22j . Similarly, the number
of su h pairs where Xj overs Xi is at most 2 jlgV2jVj22 j .
Notation:

Re all that V1 is the disjoint union of sets Ae1; A2e ; : : : ; Are and Be1; Be2; : : : ; Ber . Let
Ae =

r
[

j =1

Aje ;

A=

[

e2jE (I )j

Ae; Be =
`

r
[

j =1

Bej ;

B=

[

e2jE (I )j

Be :
`

We de ne a version of the super min-rep-graph with vertex sets fAe : e 2 E (I )` g and fBe : e 2
E (I )` g. This graph, MRG(I ), has a super edge of the form ~e = (Ae ; Be0 ; v ) if and only if MRG (I )
has the orresponding super edge e~ = (Ae ; Be0 ; v). Clearly, MRG is isomorphi to MRG(I )
under the orresponden e Ae 7! Ae and Be0 7! Be0 , where the edge ~e orresponds to e~. With this
orresponden e in mind, we will refer to the sets Me~  V2 as M~e.
Proof of Lemma 3.15: Let HA be the pairs (i; j ) where the number of potential edges between
Xi \ A and Xj \ V2 is at least 161 lg jV2 j. Similarly, let HB be the pairs (i; j ) where the number of
potential edges between Xi \B and Xj \ V2 is at least 161 lg jV2 j. Clearly, if there are at least 41 lg jV2 j
potential edges between Xi and Xj , then either (i; j ) or (j; i) is in HA [ HB . Thus, it suÆ es to

show that

jHAj; jHB j  16jV2 j2 = lg jV2 j:
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In the following e ranges over the set E (I )` and i; j range over the set f1; 2; : : : ; tg. Let te;i =
jAe \ Xij. Clearly,
X
X
(5)
te;i = jAe \ Xi j = jV1 j=2:
e;i

e;i

Now, if Xi has a vertex in Ae, we onsider whi h all verti es of Xj \ V2 it an have edges to. These
verti es must ome from M~e, where ~e is in ident on Ae in the graph MRG(I ). Let
[
ne;j = j (M~e \ Xj )j;
~
e

here ~e ranges over super edges in ident on Ae in the min-rep-graph MRG(I ) de ned above. Every
Ae has the same number d of super edges (Ae; Be; v) in ident on it. [Indeed d = 10` , be ause there
are 2` ways for hoosing the label v, and on e the label is hosen, there are 5` ways of hoosing e0.℄
So,
t
X
ne;j  dm:
(6)
j =1

We are now ready to estimate the size of HA. Note that the number of potential edges between
Xi \ Ae and Xj \ V2 is pre isely
X
e

te;i  ne;j :

Note that for (i; j ) 2 HA, this quantity is at least 161 lg jV2 j. Let us sum this equation over all (i; j )
and note that the ontribution from the pairs in HA itself will be jHAj 161 lg jV2 j. Thus, we have the
following sequen e of dedu tions using (5) in the third inequality and (6) in the se ond inequality:
XX
1
te;j  ne;i  jHA j  lg jV2 j
16
i;j e
X
X
1
te;i ne;j  jHA j  lg jV2 j
16
e;i
j
X
1
dm  te;i  jHA j  lg jV2 j
16
e;i
1
jV j
dm  1  jHA j  lg jV2 j
2
16
1
qjV2 jdm  jHA j lg jV2 j (using jV1 j = 2q  jV2 j):
16
Finally, sin e qdm = jV2j, we on lude that jHAj  16jV2 j2= lg jV2 j. Similarly, jHB j  16jV2 j2 = lg jV2j.
It follows that the number of pairs fXi ; Xj g where there are at least 41 lg jV2 j potential edges between
Xi and Xj is at most 32jV2 j2 = lg jV2 j.
Proof of Lemma 3.16: By Proposition 3.11 (a), two events of the form Xi  Xj are dependent
only if they involve related potential edges. Let P 0 be a maximal subset of P su h that for any
two distin t pairs fXi1 ; Xj1 g and fXi2 ; Xj2 g in P 0, every potential edge onne ting Xi1 and Xj1
is unrelated to every potential edge onne ting Xi2 and Xj2 . Let jP 0j = jP j for some 2 [0; 1℄.
Then, for every pair fXi0 ; Xj0 g in P n P 0, some potential edge onne ting Xi0 and Xj0 is related to
some potential edge onne ting some pair in P 0 (otherwise, P 0 would not be maximal). There are
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at most 41 lg jV2 j potential edges onne ting any one pair in P 0, ea h su h edge is related to exa tly
2`+1 other potential edges. Thus,
jP n P 0j  (2`+1  14 lg jV2 j)jP 0 j;
implying
jP 0j  1 + 2`jP1jlg jV j  2` lgjPjjV j :
2
2
3.4

Lower bounds for

omputing the a hromati

number

The goal of this se tion is to prove the following.

Theorem 3.17 Let L  f0; 1g be a language in NP. Then, there is a randomized transformation f
that transforms inputs in f0; 1g to graphs, and a polynomial-time omputable fun tion : f0; 1g !
N su h that for all x 2 f0; 1g ,
(a) If x 2 L then a hr(f (x))  (x) with probability 34 ;
p
(b) If x 62 L, then with probability at least 34 , we have a hr(f (x))  C (x)= lg jV (f (x))j, where
C  1 is an absolute onstant independent of L and x.
The fun tion f an be omputed in time jxjO(lg lg jxj).
Corollary 3.18 There exists a onstant C  1 su h that if there exists a randomized polynomialtime algorithm that with high probability omputes a omplete partition in a graph G of size more
C a hr(G) , then NP  RTime(nO(lg lg n) ).
than p
lg jV (G)j
Proof of Theorem 3.17: Consider the bipartite graph G = (V1 ; V2 ; E ) onstru ted above for
showing Theorem 3.1. We will need the following key property of this graph when the input x is
in the language L:
There is a partition C1 ; C2 ; : : : ; of V1 into t = jV2 j parts su h that N (Ci ) = V2 . Furthermore, ea h vertex in V2 has exa tly t edges. Thus, for ea h vertex v2 2 V2 and lass
Ci , there is exa tly one edge between v2 and Ci .
Let G0 be the random graph obtained from G by randomly and independently deleting one edge
from ea h vertex in V2.
If x 2 L: We need to show that in this ase, with high probability, G0 has a large a hromati
partition. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; t, let
V2;i = fv2 2 V2 : v2 62 NG0 (Ci )g;
and onsider the sets Ci0 = Ci [ V2;i and let C 00 = Si:V2 =; Ci. Then, it is easy to see that
fCi0 : V2;i 6= ;g [ fC 00g
is an a hromati partition of G0 . We need to argue that there are many i su h that V2;i 6= ;.
Note that the number of su h i's has exa tly the same distribution as the number of nonempty bins when t balls are thrown into t bins, independently at random. In this ase, the
expe ted number of non-empty bins is exa tly (1 1=e)t. Using the method of bounded
;i
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di eren es [M D89℄ or by exploiting the negative orrelation [DD98℄, we an on lude that
the Cherno -Hoe ding bounds hold for this distribution, that is,
Pr[the number of non-empty bins  (1 1=e )t℄  exp( 22 t):
Thus, with probability at least 3/4, G0 has an a hromati partition of size at least t=2,
provided that jV2 j = t  10.
p
If x 62 L: We know that every omplete partition
p of G has size O (t= lg jV (G)j). Thus, in parti ular, the a hromati number of G is O(t= lg jV (G)j).
We thank Keith J. Edwards for helpful pointers. We are grateful to the
anonymous referee for omments on the earlier version of the paper and permission to in lude the
referee's results in Se tion 2.5.
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